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object no longer acute. Similar situation arises if
angular eye velocity is less than object velocity.

ABSTRACT

Nowadays, the world scientific community shows a
steadily growing interest in intelligent robotics. This
primarily concerns the development of humaniform
robots designed to exist in the human habitat and to
substitute men in the operations people used to perform
themselves. Such robots should use special methods for
processing information flows, adopted from the men.
For this purpose, in particular, bionic SP models should
be developed. Some pioneer models of the smooth
pursuit eye motion, capable of explaining the
experimental data, and their bionic embodiments have
been already published (Shibata and Schaal 2000;
Shibata et al. 2005).

Possible advantages of bionic models based on the
algorithms of human vision are discussed.
Experimentally it was demonstrated that when observing
moving objects the human vision system estimates the
dynamic characteristics of the object and can program
smooth pursuit on the basis of those. The programmed
pursuit considerably widens the capabilities of the
foveal vision system.
INTRODUCTION
Due to narrow foveal vision, the human vision system
has a unique feature: it ensures a high visual acuity
within a wide viewing angle. At the same time, the
visual acuity of a static eye decreases 3 times when the
object image is shifted with respect to the best resolution
position by only 2 arc degrees. Should a small object
move across the field of view with a speed of a few
degrees per second (which is common in practice), the
object will promptly leave the visual acuity zone unless
the visual axis turns. For perceiving a moving object
with the sharp-eyed foveal vision system, people use
special oculomotor tracing named smooth pursuit (SP).
The purpose of the SP is to stabilize the image of the
moving object formed on the retina in order to perceive
it in more detail. The SP is a remarkable example of a
“computerized” vision control system in biology.
SMOOTH PURSUIT PHENOMENON
To make the SP system switch on, the velocity of the
moving object should range from 1 to 50 deg/sec
(Yarbus 1965). Shortly after the onset of the object
motion, the eye accelerates rapidly towards object.
Following this acceleration, the eye’s angular velocity
tends to come up with that of the object (Rashbass
1961). In human, SP gain (G-parameter, the ratio of the
angular eye velocity to object velocity) usually is close
to unity, i.e. eye velocity almost perfectly matches target
velocity. If the object moves too fast, the eye fails to
catch up with the object using the SP mechanism and
turns on saccadic eye movement, making the moving
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All models agree upon the assumption that the SP is a
negative feedback system It has been traditionally
described as a servo system initiated by a mismatch
between two successive stimuli image formed on the
retina or their projections in brain cortex. When such a
mismatch appears, the oculomotor system is
commanded to smoothly compensate it (Robinson et al.
1986). However, a number of experiments demonstrate
that the operation of the human SP strongly differs from
that of technical servo systems. For instance, human
subjects are able to continue pursuiting an object that it
transiently disappears. This phenomenon was referred to
as predictive pursuit (Beaker and Fuchs 1985; Madelain
and Krauzlis 2003; Bennett and Barnes 2004).
Furthermore, it has been shown that the human SP is
under adaptive control, which allows keeping the
oculomotor response accurate in the case when the
normal connection between the visual input and the
motorial output is broken (Optican et al. 1985; Madelain
and Krauzlis 2003; Bennett and Barnes 2004). Such
observations have prompted the assumption that the eye
motion is pre-programmed. A number of authors
suppose that after detecting a moving object the SP
system determines the direction and velocity of its
motion, picks out an appropriate SP program from the
set stored in memory, and finally executes this program
using the oculomotor mechanism (Mitrani and Dimitrov
1978). A key element of such a system is a G-parameter

regulator (Madelain and Krauzlis, 2003; Bennett and
Barnes, 2004).

human practice. To clarify this point, we performed two
measurement series. During the first series, the subjects
were asked to track a real object that moved horizontally
behind an opaque screen with a sequence of narrow
vertical slits. Should a subject be able to accurately
pursue the object and recognize it, this will mean that he
uses an SP mechanism that differs from the simple
mechanism of minimizing the retinal slip by eye
movements. In the second series, we examined a large
group of subjects with respect to their ability to perform
the SP in the case of “apparent motion”. Our primary
goal was to compare the SP quality shown by different
subjects and to analyze the features discovered.
SP AND MULTIPLE SHIELDING
Group of 10 subjects was asked to pursue the moving
object viewed through a sequence of narrow vertical
slots such that only the fragments of the object could be
visible at the same time (Efimov et al. 1995). Fig.1a
shows the experimental scheme of stimulus presentation.
The object moved with the velocity of 13-15 deg/sec. In
Fig.1a the slot width and the distance between the slots
correspond to the fact. The relative sizes of the object
did not exceed the distance between the slots. We
presented to the subjects different objects and registered
their response. A number of the subjects were recorded
regarding the movements of their eyes while they
observed the object. Most subjects have recognized the
object after tracking it. The records of their eye
movements have demonstrated that they moved
smoothly with the near-constant velocity (Fig. 1b, 1).
When a subject failed to recognize the object, the eye
movement style was different: the subject did not
smoothly pursue the object, but periodically focused his
eyes on a slit (Fig. 1b, 2).

Figure 1: Psychophysical Test Scheme
Everyday human practice needs an actively controlled
SP system. So, the ability to maintain the pursuit during
transient disappearance of the object is useful in a
natural environment where moving objects disappear
behind occluding objects. However, it is still not quite
clear what kind of an SP system is actually used in

These experiments can be only explained by the fact that
when tracking a moving object, the human eye and brain
track rather the dynamic characteristics of the object
than its current position and program the movement of
the eyes on the basis of these characteristics. The
programmed movement of the eyes with the tracking
velocity coinciding with the object velocity provides the
observer with the full retinal projection compiled from
moving object’s fragments perceived in series and, as a
result, allows him/her to recognize the object. Fig. 1c, 1,
and 2 show the schemes of forming the retinal
projections of point А оf the object AB at the moment t1
(1) and its point B at the moment t2 (2). Due to the
inertia of vision, the projections of all the points of a
moving object simultaneously exist on the retina for a
while. As a result, at the moment t2 the projection of the
object AB forms the ab arc on the retina.

Figure 2: Decomposition of the SP Quality Histogram
SP AND APPARENT MOTION
Distinctive features of the visual perception and neural
processing are not infrequently analysed in experiments
producing an “apparent motion” effect. Experiments
show that in the case of apparent motion the SP program
is also initialized. Psychophysical experiments on the SP
often use to produce the apparent vision effect a
sequence of light flashes creating the impression of
motion. The quality of the apparent motion depends on
the temporal (∆t) and spatial (∆x) intervals between the
flashes at given apparent velocity Va defined as ∆x / ∆t.
With increasing ∆t and ∆x, the percept of flash
movement changes to the percept of a sequence of light
flashes. Psychophysical and physiological experiments
show that the apparent motion is perceived as
continuous motion if ∆x is less than 1° and ∆t is less
than 100 ms at the apparent motion velocities ranging
from 10 to 20°/s (Churchland and Lisberger 2000).
Conventional methods for estimating the SP quality
require a rather complex system for tracking the eye
movement and therefore complicate accumulating
extensive statistical data. This drawback is not peculiar
to a non-contact method for estimating the SP
(Surovicheva and Lebedev 1996) based on the apparent
vision effect. In this method, the impression of smooth
object motion is created by a sequence of flashes of

LEDs separated by a fixed interflash interval, ∆x about
1°. The flash is chosen long enough to modulate the
LED brightness as a function of time (in the same way
for all the LEDs). It allows to create illusory object as
the retinal projection. If the eye makes the SP and the
flash is invariable and long enough, a dash-like retinal
projection is formed. On the contrary, a dot-like
projection arises when the flash is short. By choosing
the profile of the brightness-vs-time function of a LED,
it is possible to control the shape of the apparent object
as the combination of dashs and dots. Since the
corresponding retinal projection is formed only as a
result of the SP process, the correct observer’s answer
on the object appearance is an objective measure of
his/her SP ability.
We employed this rather simple device to statistically
analyze the SP ability over a large group of subjects. In
total, 67 young people (students of Moscow colleges
and universities) have been tested. The stimuli were
introduced horizontally, both from left to right and from
right to left, with the velocity Va equal to either 11º/s or
17º/s. In some cases, a wider range of Va was used.
Eight combinations of light dots and dashes were used
as the stimuli. Each test series comprised 16 launches of
such patterns.

The overall results of these experiments are shown in
Fig.2a as a histogram of correct answers per series (n). It
can be seen from the histogram that the subjects strongly
differed from one another in the SP quality.
Nevertheless, most of them retained the ability to
program the SP in the case of apparent motion with long
interstimulus intervals.
We suppose that the SP programming is a result of an
innate neural mechanism, and the SP quality of a single
individual depends on. As our experiments have
demonstrated, the histogram of the correct answers is
not a unimodal distribution. We have tested the
assumption that there are m different groups of
subjects, each of these described by a model distribution
of the answer correctness, which characterizes the whole
group. The goal of this analysis was to estimate the
number of the groups and to determine the parameters of
their distribution.
The ability of a subject to perform the SP was
characterized by the probability p of recognizing an
object moving at a given velocity. For a single test, the
probability
of
the
correct
answer
is
p ′( p ) = 1 8 + 7 ⋅ p 8
(1)

(here, 1 8 is the probability of an accidentally correct
answer).

In this model, the results of multiple tests with the same
subject will be represented by a histogram described by
a binomial distribution:
16 − k
N (k ) ≈ N 0 ⋅ C16k ⋅ p ′ k ⋅ (1 − p ′) , 0 ≤ k ≤ 16
(2)
where N (k ) is the number of series for which the

subject earned k points, N 0 is the total number of the
series carried out.

To describe a group of people showing close SP
abilities, we chose the β -distribution (a finite unimodal
distribution with controllable average and dispersion,
the carrier being [0,1] ). It is defined by the following
expression:

f ( p) =

1 α
β
β
⋅ p ⋅ (1 − p ) , A = ∫ p α ⋅ (1 − p ) ⋅ dp ,
A
0
1

(3)

where the parameters α ≥ 1 and β ≥ 1 can be expressed

through the average µ and the dispersion σ 2 as
follows:
2
α = µ 2 ⋅ (1 − µ ) σ 2 − µ , β = (1 − µ ) ⋅ µ σ 2 − (1 − µ ) .(4)
Assuming that there are m groups of subjects, each of
those described by Equation (3), we obtain the following
estimate for the results of the experiment:

N (k ) = C16k ⋅ ∑ N i ⋅ ∫ p 0 (k )dp,
m

1

i =1

0

p 0 (k ) = p ′( f ( p, µ i , σ i ) ) ⋅ (1 − p ′( f ( p, µ i , σ i ) ))
k

16 − k

, (5)

where ( µ i , σ i , N i ) are the parameters of the i -th group
(the average probability of recognition for this group,
the RMS deviation of the recognition probability from
the average, and the number of subjects in the group,
respectively), and 0 ≤ k ≤ 16 .
For m ranging from 1 to 6, the parameters of the model
were determined with the “shooting” method. In the
course of “shooting”, we minimized the RMS deviation
of the model distribution (5) from the experimental
histogram. The result of “shooting” for each m was the
optimum (for the given number of groups) set of 3m
parameters. As the numeric experiment has shown, a 3group model fits the experimental data quite well (Fig.
2e), and further increasing m yields almost no
improvement. Fig. 2b,d,f shows the model distributions
for each found group at m=3 and fig. 2c – the total
model distribution. For different groups, the SP quality
strongly differed. For the first-rank group (21% of the
tested subjects), the correct answer probability was
0.96±0.12, for the second-rank group (48% of the tested
subjects) the probability was 0.40±0.12, for the thirdrank group (31% of the tested subjects) – 0.010±0,003.
Thus, these experiments confirm that many people are
able to perform the SP and recognize the object under
very complex conditions, even those of the final
experiment, when the object was insubstantial and
repeatedly disappeared during the observation.
However, such an ability is not equally inherent to all
people. This is indicated by the fact that the subjects’ SP
characteristics appeared to be stable in repeated
experiments. 33 of the 67 students were examined 3
times, with the intervals of 6 months and 1 year,
respectively. During the repeated examinations, the
average SP grades of the subjects did not change
significantly. There was only one case when different
examinations attributed the same subject to different
ranks.
CONCLUSION
To explore human SP mechanisms, experiments of two
types were performed with objects whose motion was
interrupted in different ways. The eyes of most people
tested were able to organize the SP with the speed close
to that of the object motion. The obtained result can not
be interpreted otherwise than a pre-programmed
movement of the subject’s eyes. The initial stage of the
SP programming, apparently, is estimating the dynamic
characteristics of the perceived object, especially its
current velocity. The input parameter for this estimation
is the mismatch between two successive stimuli image
formed on the retina or their projections in brain cortex.
On the bases of such evaluations, the algorithm predicts
the optimal velocity of eye movement, required to
successfully perform the SP procedure. The key feature
of this prediction is the fact that it still works even if the
object from time to time disappears from the field of

view for a short interval. At the same time, it cannot be
excluded that under simpler conditions the human visual
system acts like a servo system (Robinson et al. 1986). It
is also possible that the oculomotor systems of a large
number of people quite rarely use mechanisms other
than the servo control.
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